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01. CHASSENEUZ, Barthélemy de. Catalogus gloriae mundi
… In quo multa praeclara de praerogativis, praeeminentiis,
maioritate, praestantiis, & excellentiis, continentur … Opus ad
omnes publicas et quotidianas actiones dirigendas,
controversiasq́ue gravissimas dissolvendas, perquàm utilissimum:
in XII. libros divisum. Nunc denuo accuratissime emendatum, ac
novis figuris elegantissime illustratum: ita ut facilè omnes caeteras
editiones antecellere possit. Francofurti ad Mœnum, Impensis
Sigismundi Feyerabend Anno Domini, M. D. LXXIX [1579].
Folio (325 × 200 mm), ff. [12], 393 [i.e. 396], plus 12 folded etched
plates, 40 woodcut coats of arms to text (including the large arms to
head of dedication), woodcut initials; contemporary manuscript
numbering to versos of plates and adjacent text leaves as instructions to
the binder, some neat early rubrication, underlining and notation in

plummet to early parts; light browning to text, one plate with short closed
tear to left hand margin, just running into the image without loss, title
with portions cut/torn from the top and lower fore-corner (removing
ownership inscriptions) and very neatly replaced at an early date and a
French ownership inscription (‘Francisci Pichard’) added, perhaps in the
seventeenth or eighteenth century; contemporary limp vellum, later
paper spine labels; wanting ties.
£5000
A spectacular renaissance illustrated book, the first edition with the
detailed and dramatic double-page etched plates by Jost Amman. First
published at Lyons in 1529 with single-page woodcuts (reprinted with the
same woodcuts in 1546), there were also Venetian editions in 1569,
1571 and 1576 with quarter-page woodcuts.
A vast encyclopaedic work, the Catalogus gloriae mundi sought to set
out the hierarchy of creation—animate and inanimate, from the heavens
themselves to the governments, laws and sciences of humanity. Its
particular value was in setting out orders of precedency and protocol in

law and ceremony, which probably accounts for its interest to publisher
Sigmund Feyerabend, who enlisted Amman to create large emblematic
plates for this edition, derived from the earlier woodcut illustrations. They
are: 1. A genealogy with insignia of royal houses (including European
houses and those of Persia, Egypt, Israel etc); 2. Adam and Eve in the
Garden of Eden; 3. a mandala depicting the ranks of the hierarchy of the
heavens; 4. a sitting of the papal court; 5. an imperial council; 6. a regal
council; 7. a judicial court; 8. the nobility; 9. the military ranks; 10. the
liberal arts and sciences (in fourteen female personifications); 11. the
mechanical arts (seven female personifications); 12. a geocentric
cosmography.
Adams C-1415; Andresen, Jost Amman, 32-43; The New Hollstein:
German Engravings, Etchings and Woodcuts 1400–1700, 1998, VI.144.
A very scarce book: WorldCat lists copies outside Europe at the Folger
and Huntington only.

02. CHRETIEN, Gilles-Louis. Edme Mentelle membre de
l’institut. Dess. p. Fouquet. gr. p. Chretien inv. du
physionotrace … Paris [between 1795 and 1799].
Small round aquatint portrait (74 mm diameter, the image itself 55 mm),
a fine impression in very good condition; (later?) metal frame. £2000*
The present aquatint was produced by physionotrace, ‘the first system
invented to produce multiple copies of a portrait, invented in 1786 by
Gilles-Louis Chrétien (1774–1811). In his apparatus a profile cast by a
lamp onto a glass plate was traced by an operator using a pointer
connected, by a system of levers like a pantograph, to an engraving tool
moving over a copper plate. The aquatint and roulette finished
engraved intaglio plate, usually circular and small (50 mm), with details
of features and costume, could be inked and printed many times. One
description mentions that a sitting could take as little as six minutes and
within four days a dozen impressions could be delivered, hand-colored if
desired, with the copper plate, for fifteen francs …
‘Physionotrace was very popular in France, where it had a detrimental
effect on miniature painting and engraving. At the Salon of 1793, one
hundred physionotrace portraits where exhibited. Three years later that
number increased to six hundred. The physionotrace portrait replaced
the miniature and was used as frontispiece illustrations in a number of
books, but it was not until the advent of photography that the portrait was
truly democratized’ (Photoconservation.com, sub Printing Processes).
Thomas Jefferson had his portrait done in Paris by physionotrace in

1789 (now lost, though a print was made in 1801: see Alfred L. Bush,
The Life Portraits of Thomas Jefferson, p. 9).
Chrétien was a cellist in the chambre du roi at Versailles and worked
initially with the miniaturist Edme Quenedey des Riceys to produce his
portraits. They separated in 1789, and Chrétien went into partnership
with the engraver Jean Fouquet (d.1799), responsible for the etching
here. The subject is Edme Mentelle (1730–1815), geographer, who was
elected to the Institut de France in 1795.

03. FAN LEAF. ?France/Italy, early nineteenth century.
Etched fan leaf (235 × 460 mm), printed on laid paper, coloured by hand;
a little creased at the edges, sometime laid down.
£300*
I have been unable to discover exactly what the present fan leaf is
illustrating. The Fan Museum in London had not seen it before.
Suggestions include Cassandra after the fall of Troy, or perhaps a
composite image from the Aeneid: Dido on the cliffs as Aeneas sails
away, the shipwreck on the right being from earlier in the poem, when
the Trojans arrived at Carthage.

04. GRIBOEDOV, Aleksandr Sergeevich. Gore ot uma.
Komediia v chetyrekh deistviiakh, v stikhakh. Polnoe
illiustrirovannoe izdanie. Risunki risoval Ioganson. Rezal na
derive Mikhailov [Woe from Wit. A comedy in four acts, in verse.
Complete illustrated edition. Illustrations by Johanson, engraved
on wood by Mikhailov]. Moskva. V tipografii L. I. Stepanovoi.
1863.
8vo (217 × 147 mm), pp. 106; with 17 wood engravings in the text;
occasional light spotting, ms. shelfmark at head of title; contemporary
half cloth, sprinkled paper sides, endpapers a little browned, with the

original illustrated front wrapper (trimmed) bound in, ms. pencil initials.
£1200

An early illustrated edition. First published in 1833 (with swathing cuts
by the censor), the full text of Gore ot uma was not published until 1862.
That year, an edition with illustrations by Bashilov appeared, with the
present edition the following year (reprinted, by Shamov, in 1864).
Vereshchagin 169. This edition not in Kilgour or Smirnov-Sokol’skii.
WorldCat locates a copy at Leiden only.

05–08: LADIES WHO LITHOGRAPH
For some time, I’ve been aware that lithography seems to have
been a useful medium for amateur women artists in the nineteenth
century. The following four items are representative of the genre.

05. [GULSTON, Josepha Heath]. The Goblin’s Moonlight
Walk. Written and illustrated by J. G. London: James Izzard …
1844.
Small 4to (229 × 186 mm), pp. 9, [1]; with 6 lithographed plates (‘J. G.
invt. & lith.’), printed on toned paper; title printed in red and black, on
glazed paper; leaves largely loose in the original illustrated wrappers, all
edges gilt, spine skilfully restored.
£400
First edition: a charming illustrated tale of a mischievous goblin—‘in form
as a small and dwarfish Man, but his Head was as that of a Cat’—who
one night leads a miller, worse the wear for drink, through a stream, a
thicket, and a bog, before leaving him breathless, tattered, and muddy

come the morning. ‘Now, ye who list, a Moral read and learn, / That
through this World ye do walk Soberly, / Lest Goblin Sprites your Steps
with Malice turn, / From Paths of Peace to Paths disorderly …’ (p. 9).
Gulston, from Llandeilo, Carmarthenshire, went on to publish a handful
of novels in the 1850s under the name ‘Talbot Gwynne’.

ILLUMINATING WOMAN

06. KEELE, Ellen Agatha. [Cover title:] Keble’s [sic] Morning
Hymn. [N. p., c.1860?]
4to (270 × 212 mm), 6 hand-coloured lithographs on printed thick card,
some signed ‘Designed by Ellen A. Keele’; contemporary green cloth,

slightly shaken, hinges cracked, all edges gilt, upper cover lettered in
gilt, old stain on upper cover, some cockling, extremities worn.
£700
A wonderfully vivid series of hand-coloured lithographs, mainly of
religious texts, in the style of Owen Jones, Henry Noel Humphreys and
their contemporaries.
It has fortunately been possible to piece together something of the
artist’s life. She was born at Carisbrooke on the Isle of Wight on 16
February 1836, the daughter of Henry William Keile (sic), a staff surgeon
in the Royal Navy, and his wife Caroline Louisa. Her family were based
first on the Isle of Wight, where Ellen, together with her elder brother and
three elder sisters, spent their early years. Sometime in the 1840s the
family decided to change the spelling of their name from Keile to Keele
before moving to Highfield in South Stoneham near Southampton in the
1850s. Ellen continued to live with her father and her sister Isabella and
when her father died in 1875 at the age of 85 it would appear that Ellen
devoted the remainder of her life to raising funds at bazaars for St Denys
Church and doing charitable work. There is a long report for the
Hampshire Advertiser when her funeral took place in which she is
described as ‘a lady, who did a great deal of good work’ and of the
‘Mother’s Union in which the late Miss Keele took great interest.’

07. KEMP, Maria Adelaide, neé MARSH. Little Maids. Rhymes
with Illustrations by Mrs W. Kemp. [London:] Griffith & Farran [by
Cowell’s Anastatic Press, Ipswich] … 1876.
4to (272 × 211 mm), ff. 21; small stain (from earlier tape, repairing a
tear) to the fore margin of the final leaf, similar mark to front free
endpaper; original publisher’s brown cloth decorated in gilt and black, a
little rubbed and shaken, but the lettering bright, lower free endpaper
sometime removed; inscription (‘Una L. Turner from Aunt Ady Novbr 22nd
1891. Lyminster House’) to verso of front free endpaper, modern labels
of Edward J. Law (Anastatic Collection) to front pastedown.
£450
First edition, presentation copy. Born in Ireland in 1830, Maria Adelaide
Marsh, the daughter of Rear Admiral Digby Marsh and his wife Adelaide,
in 1861 married Captain William Kemp, brother of the more famous
stained-glass designer Charles Eamer Kempe (1837–1907). She and
William appear to have lived in Sussex most of their life where she died
at Lyminster a few months short of her hundredth birthday. Presumably
the inscription here is from her.

Her other works include Illustrations from Tennyson Drawn on Stone and
inscribed by her gracious permission to her Royal Highness the Duchess
of Gloucester by her obedient servant Maria Adelaide Marsh (1853) and
Hans Andersen’s Fairy Tales. A new Translation, by Mrs. Paull. With a
special Adaptation and Arrangement for young People. With Illustrations
by Mrs. Kemp and Miss Runciman (1867).
WorldCat locates the British Library copy only.

08. PHIPPS, Elvira Anna. Memorials of Clutha: or Pencillings
on the Clyde; illustrated with twelve highly finished lithographic
Views … London: Smith, Elder and Co. … 1842.

8vo (224 × 135 mm) in half-sheets, pp. [4], ix, [10]–107, [1]; with 12
lithographed views on eight plates, printed by Lefevre; some marginal
dust-soiling/browning, small chips to the upper margin of [A]3–4; uncut in
the original publisher’s blind-stamped brown cloth, some light wear,
upper board lettered gilt, rebacked with part of the original spine laid
down, endpapers renewed; with the inscription ‘Presented to Miss
Batstone on her Birth day the 20th Augt 1845 with Mrs Coopers kind love’
on the half-title.
£450
First edition, trade issue: an account of a journey by steamer from
Liverpool to Greenock, and visits to Gourock, Fairlie, Dumbarton,
Glasgow, Loch Lomond, Eglintoun, and Arran, with many quotations
from the poets, as well as three poems by the author. The book was
initially privately printed and ‘published for the author’ by C. Armand
(1841; Glasgow only in Library Hub Discover), before being taken up by
Smith, Elder.

The author was the daughter of Colonel Pownall Phipps, who had
inherited from his father, a slave owner, valuable estates on St Kitts.
Elvira was born in 1815 at Agra, Uttar Pradesh, in British India, but was
settled with a family outside Brighton where she started her education.
On Col. Phipps’ return to England, the family took up residence in the
floors above Hatchard’s Library in Piccadilly. Elvira married Joshua
Wilson, a barrister in the court of chancery, and they had five children
before her death in 1850.
Of the trade edition, WorldCat records the New York Public Library copy
only outside the British Isles.

09. LAYS of the Minnesingers or German Troubadours of the
twelfth and thirteenth Centuries: illustrated by Specimens of the
cotemporary lyric Poetry of Provence and other Parts of Europe:
with historical and critical Notices, and Engravings from the Ms. of
the Minnesingers in the King’s Library at Paris, and from other
Sources … London: Printed [by Richard Taylor] for Longman,
Hurst, Rees, Orme, Brown and Green … 1825.

8vo (192 × 123 mm), pp. [8], 326, [2]; with 12 etched plates (a little
spotted, some offsetting onto the title); later nineteenth-century green
half roan, rubbed, upper edge gilt, the others uncut.
£150
First edition. ‘As the lengthy title indicates, this volume consists of
historical and critical accounts, illustrated by selected specimens in
English translation, of the love lyric of the middle ages in continental
Europe … The opening paragraph of the Advertisement to the volume
conceals rather than reveals its authorship: “Though this little work is
sent into the world anonymously, it may be proper to state that it is the
joint production of two authors: one of whom (the writer of this notice) is
answerable for the arrangement, and for what may be called the critical
department of the book; while he resigns the poetic department, with few
and trifling exceptions, to his associate, to whom the reader will correctly
attribute whatever is most worthy of his perusal.” While the Library of
Congress entry for the work takes note of this acknowledgment of dual
authorship, quoting portions of it, the volume is assigned to Edgar Taylor
as “ed.” with no identification of his “associate.” It may be presumed that
the latter was the person responsible for “the poetic department.” Edgar
Taylor (1793–1839), who is not known to have translated German
poetry, is known and remembered as the earliest translator of Grimms’
Fairy Tales’ (Allison Shelley, p. 5).
The illustrations come from the famous Codex Manesse, the most
important single manuscript source for Minnesang poetry, and indeed
portraits of the Minnesänger themselves, then in Paris but now
preserved at Heidelberg University.
Morgan C532 (sub Taylor).

10. [MEZZOTINT.] Eight mezzotints printed in blue, then at the
height of fashion. Augsburg, 1750s.
Together: £5000*
a) The four seasons, engraved by Johann Esaias Nilson (1721–1788),
‘the German Watteau’, and printed in Augsburg by Johann Philipp Koch,
c.1752–5. Each mezzotint 250 × 365 mm, printed in blue on leaves
measuring 278 × 390 mm, the images numbered 129–132; each caption
with a quatrain in French and German; the odd insignificant mark only.
Nilson was a ‘major member of an Augsburg dynasty of engravers, and
the leading Augsburg artist of his day. Trained as an engraver and
miniaturist; 1751 took on from his father the right to paint; 1752 set up
his own publishing house. 1761 court painter of the Electoral Palatinate.
1769–86 on board of the Augsburg Kunstakademie also member of the
Francisische Akademie whose privilege he used for his publications from

c.1768 onwards. Had a major influence on decorative arts, especially
ceramics’ (British Museum online catalogue). Reitinger, p. 295 (two
versions, this being the smaller of the two).

b) Four hunting scenes, printed in Augsburg by Johann Christoph
Haffner’s heirs, after 1754. Each mezzotint 330 × 430 mm, printed in
blue on leaves measuring 430 × 595 mm, the images within rococo
borders, each numbered 1–4 in the top left-hand corner of the plate; the
first also marked ‘No 8’ in the bottom right-hand corner; each captioned
with a quatrain in German and Latin; some browning/finger-marking to
extremities, old ms. numbering in bottom left-hand corner, but in very
good condition. The four scenes are international in scope: ‘Wilde
Ochsen Hatz’ (wild bull-baiting), ‘Türkische Löwen Jagd’ (Turkish lion
hunting), ‘Kurzweiliger Bären Gspas’ (entertaining bear game), and
‘Indianscher Tyger u: Löwē Kampf’ (Indian lion and tiger fight). Reitinger
lists 37 other prints by Haffner or his heirs, but none of these four. Of
the prints themselves, there is an ordinary set, printed in black, among
Frederik V’s (1723–1766) collections at the Royal Library in
Copenhagen.
Franz Reitinger defines the ‘blaue Epoche’, a period when blue became
extremely popular, as between 1730 and 1765, following the chance

discovery of what became known as Prussian blue, the first modern
synthetic pigment, at the beginning of the century.
Cf. Die blaue Epoche: reduktive Farbigkeit im Rokoko (2016), pp. 262–4.

11. [MEZZOTINT.] WALKER, James, engraver. [In Cyrillic:]
Vostav poimi otrocha i mater ego, i bezhi vo Egipet … Arise,
and take the young Child, and his Mother, and flee into Egypt. St
Math. Chap 2. Vir. 13. Dedicated to Her Imperial Majesty
Catherine the Second … By her most devoted amd very humble
Servant James Walker. From the original picture in the Imp.
Gallery. Publish’d Jany 1, 1792, as the Act directs by Jas Walker
St Petersburg W. Hodges, Queen Street, May Fair and R. Blamire,
Strand, London.
Large mezzotint (465 × 539 mm); in very good condition.

£800*

A fine mezzotint depicting Murillo’s Rest on the Flight to Egygt (c.1665),
now in the Hermitage Museum. James Walker (1759–1822) had been

recruited to go to Russia in 1784, where he was appointed engraver to
Catherine the Great. ‘Walker’s principal task was to engrave important
pictures by old and contemporary masters in the imperial collection, but
he also produced some forty-three portraits of the imperial family and the
Russian aristocracy. On 30 December 1786 he was made an associate
of the Academy of Arts at St Petersburg, and in September 1794 a full
academician. His appointment as imperial engraver was renewed
by Emperor Alexander I. Walker returned to England from time to time

to arrange publication of his engravings. During one such visit, in 1792,
when he also took out the freedom of the Russia Company, he
published two parts of A collection of prints, from the most celebrated
pictures in the gallery of her imperial majesty Catherine II, empress and
autocratix of all the Russias. These were retailed for him by the
landscape painter William Hodges and the bookseller R. Blamire. Back
in Russia, Walker’s other duties included showing distinguished British
and other foreign visitors round the Hermitage, and the training of pupils.
He returned to England with a pension in 1802, but twenty-four of his

plates were lost in a shipwreck off Yarmouth’ (Oxford DNB). See also
Anthony Cross, Engraved in the Memory: James Walker, Engraver to
the Empress Catherine the Great (1993).
Cross 48.

MONEY IN CRISIS

12. [NOTGELD.]
A fine collection of Notgeld, the temporary currency initially born out of
necessity but which soon blossomed across the former German Empire
as a visual expression of local cultural identity in straitened times.
Largely untapped by historians, Notgeld provides a fascinating resource
for studying the post-war economic crisis and understanding public
feeling in the early years of the Weimar Republic at the local level. It
also offers a wealth of material for those interested in the history of
graphic design, advertising, and, more broadly, the history of collecting
itself. In its recent exhibition, the first on Notgeld to be held in the UK,
the British Museum called the colourful currency ‘a powerful illustration
of the turbulent years during and after the First World War in Germany’.

Everyone knows, or thinks they know, the catastrophic German
hyperinflation of the early 1920s, thanks to photographs of people
pushing wheelbarrows full of money, or burning bundles of worthless

banknotes as fuel. But there was another pecuniary phenomenon to
come out of those years: Notgeld, or ‘emergency money’, which was
issued locally right across the country in place of the low-value coins
which had vanished due to a shortage of metal during the War. Neil
MacGregor explains: ‘as there was no longer an effective national
currency for the lower denominations, every town and city had to make
its own. High-value notes from the Reichsbank continued to circulate.
Notgeld is the small change of daily life: that is what makes it so
interesting. As the central state faltered, regional memories and
loyalties revived … in colourful explorations of local identity and civic
pride. An example from Mainz promotes the city’s attractions, including
its statue of Gutenberg …’ (Germany: Memories of a Nation, 2014, pp.
419–21).

‘In issuing this ersatz currency, municipalities and businesses hoped at
first to compensate for a chronic shortage of small change, which had
vanished from circulation thanks to war-spooked hoarders and the
government’s withdrawal of coinage for its metallic content. Then, as
the appeal of such objects became apparent, special collectible notes
were issued by towns desperate for revenue, often in sets [so-called
Serienscheine] and with their rhetoric ramped up to catch the eye of
potential buyers … In 1922 the government attempted to put a stop to
this practice, evidently fearing the damage it was doing to the national
economy, but by then it was too late, and, when hyperinflation took hold
the next year, notes with huge denominations were issued – sometimes
in the billions and trillions’ (Tom Wilkinson, Apollo website, 20 Feb.
2020).
‘Looking through these notes is like flicking through a travelogue of
Germany, each town presenting its distinctive aspect most likely to
appeal to the curiosity of the visitors and the pride of the local

inhabitants. But the interest of these notes is not
just topographical. They present a remarkable
survey of the public mood in the years 1919–23, as
the Weimar Republic struggled into life; of the issues
that alarmed, fascinated and preoccupied the
population. You can chart the continuing desire to
honour those who fell in the war. There is a note
from Hamburg and Bremen nostalgically showing
Bismarck and the lost German colonies in Africa;
another from Gramby, which was in danger of being
removed from Germany in the plebiscite in the
Danish-speaking area of Schleswig-Holstein,
requested by Denmark and monitored by Britain and
France. There are nasty anti-Jewish jokes,
disturbing hints of popular prejudice, and much,
much more. These notes are a compendium of
German memories, hopes and fears in the early
1920s’ (MacGregor, pp. 421–5). Uniquely, the
whole country is represented, giving us an
opportunity to travel right across the newborn nation
and look into the minds (and the pockets) of people
in small-town Germany, away from perhaps the
traditional view of the Weimar Republic as exemplified by the cabaret
nightlife of liberal-minded Berlin. Another demonstration of regional
diversity and pride in local industry is reflected in the actual material of
the Notgeld itself, for not all the notes are printed on paper: Bielefeld, for
example, a great textile centre, had some of its money printed on linen
or silk.

Notgeld designs often depict local landmarks or legends, or advertise
the attractions of a particular town or area, but occasionally there is
social comment. A paper note from Bielefeld, ‘an early one, from 1917,
[responds to] the so-called turnip winter [Steckrübenwinter], when
people were so short of food they fed on little else but turnips. A
weeping turnip accompanies the inscriptions on the side, “Durchhalten
den Not ist Kriegs Gebot”, meaning, “Enduring hardship is the law of
war”. There is no humour about this at all. It is redolent of a much
darker tone that leads into one of the key issues in Germany in the early
1920s – reparations and the demands of the victorious powers. The
Notgeld addresses that too.’ For example, those from Bitterfeld, a coalproducing area north of Leipzig, on the back of which are ‘trains carrying
coal, heading first of all for Cologne – you can see Cologne Cathedral in
the background – and then to the left you can see the Eiffel Tower. This
is coal being taken from Germany to France, and it tells us very
precisely that from April 1920 to March 1921 28.1 million tons of coal
were exported. Of this, 67.1 per cent went as reparations. Only 11.5
per cent was sold on the world market’ (MacGregor, p. 429).

‘In its short lifespan, Notgeld’s purpose and design changed
dramatically. It was introduced as a substitute currency during a coin
shortage in the First World War, with patriotic and sometimes subversive
messages. Popular with German people, it became highly collectable
and then, during the hyperinflation of 1923, regained its role as an
alternative currency’ (British Museum) until it was abolished with the
introduction of the Rentenmark as the national currency in November
1923. For us now, in the 21st century, it offers a fascinating visual
record of the economic and political upheavals of a century ago.
The collection comprises over 3000 individual notes. Some of the notes
from what might be called the ‘collecting period’ in the early 1920s are
still as issued, in their original printed envelopes or sleeves, and
certainly the condition of the vast majority from this period is excellent.
The earlier notes, which were actually used by people as currency, show
more signs of wear and are perhaps rarer survivals.
Price for the collection: £3500

THROWAWAY COMMENT(ARY)

13. [PHYSIOLOGIES.] KOCK, Paul de.
Physiologie de l’homme marié … Illustrations
de Marckl. Paris. Jules Laisné … Aubert et Cie
… Lavigne … 1842. [Bound with:]
HUART, Louis. Physiologie de l’étudiant …
Vignettes de MM. Alophe et Maurisset. Paris,
Aubert et Cie … Lavigne … [1841]. [And:]
SAINT-HILAIRE, Émile Marco de.
Physiologie du troupier … Vignettes par Jules
Vernier. Paris, Aubert et Cie … Lavigne … 1841.
[And:]
DEYEUX, [Théophile]. Physiologie du
chasseur … Vignettes d’Eugène Forest. Paris,
Aubert et Cie … Lavigne … [1841]. [With:]
NEUFVILLE, Étienne de. Physiologie des
amoureux … Illustrations de Gavarni. Paris.

Jules Laisné … Aubert et Cie … Lavigne … 1841. [Bound with:]
NEUFVILLE, Étienne de. Physiologie de femme … Illustrations
de Gavarni. Paris. Jules Laisné … Aubert et Cie … Lavigne …
1842. [And:]
HUART, Louis. Physiologie de la grisette … Vignettes de
Gavarni. Paris, Aubert et Cie … Lavigne … [1841]. [And:]
SOULIÉ, Frédéric. Physiologie du bas-bleu … Vignettes de
Jules Vernier. Paris, Aubert et Cie … Lavigne … [1841]. [With:]
MONNIER, Henri. Physiologie du bourgeois,
texte et dessins par Henri Monnier. Paris, Aubert
et Cie … Lavigne … [1841]. [Bound with:]
LEMOINE, Édouard. Physiologie de la femme
la plus malheureuse du monde … Vignettes de
Valentin. Paris, Aubert et Cie … Lavigne …
[1841]. [And:]
LEMOINE, Édouard. Physiologie de l’homme à
bonnes fortunes … Vignettes de MM. Alophe et
Janet-Lange. Paris, Aubert et Cie … Lavigne …
[1841]. [And:]
11 works bound in three vols, 16mo (125 × 80 mm),
pp. 128; 126, [2] advertisements; 125, [3]; 122, [2], plus
4 pp. advertisements; vii, [8]–128; 127, [1]; 115, [3];
124, plus 4 pp. advertisements; 124, [2]; 127, [1]; 127,
[1]; nineteenth-century half calf, embossed paper
sides; some light browning from the turn-ins, hinges to
vol. I cracked but firm, rear board of vol. II loose, rear
joint to vol. III starting; engraved armorial bookplate of
R. M. Björnstjerna (father of the Swedish writer
Charlotte Björnstjerna, 1875–1901).
£500
A nice collection of eleven physiologies, illustrative of ‘the craze that
swept Paris in the early 1840s for a series of small illustrated volumes
marketed under the general title of physiologies [looking back, perhaps,
to Brillat-Savarin’s bestselling Physiologie du goût (1826) and Balzac’s
Physiologie du marriage (1830)]. Some 120 different physiologies were
issued by various Parisian publishers between 1840 and 1842 (ranging
alphabetically from the Physiologie de l’amant to the Physiologie du

voyageur), and it is estimated that approximately half a million copies of
these pocket-sized books were printed during the same two-year span’
(Sieburth, p. 163).
Designed for mass consumption, these satirical guides to particular
social types were based on ‘the witty interaction of image and text,
drawing and caption, seeing and reading … Byproducts of the recent
technological advances in printing and paper manufacturing which had
made illustrated books more commercially feasible and analogous to the
various dioramas and panoramas which enjoyed a considerable
popularity during the period, these illustrated anthologies of urban sites
and mores catered to the public’s desire to see its social space as a
stage or gallery whose intelligibility was guaranteed both by its visibility
as image and its legibility as text …
‘Quickly produced and marketed, consumed and discarded, … the
physiologies (like the sensational tabloids or canards hawked on Paris
streetcorners of the period) are early instances of the cheap, throwaway
“instant book” whose appeal lies in its very topicality and ephemerality’
(op. cit., pp. 165–7).
Richard Sieburth, ‘Same difference: the
French Physiologies, 1840–1842’, Notebooks
in Cultural Analysis (Duke UP, 1984), pp.
163–200.

14. RE-MI [pseudonym for Nikolai
Vladimirovich REMIZOV]. Teatr i vse
ostal’noe... Sharzhi [The Theatre and
everything else… Caricatures].
Knigoizdatel’stvo „Novyi Satirikon“ [1916].
8vo (239 × 165 mm), ff. [31]; title printed in red
and black, lithograph illustrations printed in
colour; a little light marginal browning only;
original illustrated wrappers (featuring
Chaliapin), printed in red, spine renewed, neat
restoration to front cover at head of spine; ink
ownership inscription to title, old bookseller’s
marks and some wear to rear cover, fore-edge
chipped.
£500
First edition: wonderful caricatures of leading
lights in contemporary Russian theatre, ballet,

and opera, including Chaliapin, Cui, Glazunov, Anna Pavlova,
Meyerhold, Stanislavsky, etc.
From 1908 onwards, Nikolai Remizov (1887–1975), better known by his
pseudonym ‘Re-Mi’, was one of the main artists working for the journals
Satirikon and Novyi Satirikon, poking fun at those involved in the arts.
He emigrated after the Revolution, settling first in Paris, then America,
where he later worked in Hollywood.
WorldCat locates 4 copies (Harvard, Yale, North Carolina, Princeton).

The composers Glazunov and Cui.

15. [SCOTT, Sir Walter.] Eight volumes of engravings
illustrating works by Sir Walter Scott produced for members of the
Royal Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland,
1865–78.
£800
i) [SCOTT.] Eight Engravings in Illustration of Waverley for the
Members of the Royal Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts in
Scotland. 1865. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [20], plus 8 engraved plates;
original blue cloth decorated in blind and lettered gilt, a little rubbed and
marked at extremities.

ii) [SCOTT.] Six Engravings in Illustration of The Antiquary for the
Members of the Royal Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts in
Scotland. 1867. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [16], plus 6 engraved plates;
original brown cloth decorated in blind and lettered gilt, a little rubbed
and marked at extremities, spine lightly sunned, front hinge cracked.
iii) [SCOTT.] Six Engravings in Illustration of the Lady of the Lake
for the Members of the Royal Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts
in Scotland. 1868. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [16], plus 6 engraved
plates; some spotting; original violet cloth decorated in blind and lettered
gilt, a little rubbed, extremities darkened, spine lightly sunned, one small
snag.
iv) [SCOTT.] Portrait of Sir Walter Scott and five Engravings in
Illustration of The Pirate for the Members of the Royal Association for
Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland. 1871. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp.
[14], plus 6 engraved plates; some spotting; original purple cloth
decorated in blind and lettered gilt, a little rubbed, upper edge and spine
sunned, front hinge cracked.
v) [SCOTT.] Six Engravings in Illustration of The Bride of
Lammermoor for the Members of the Royal Association for Promotion
of the Fine Arts in Scotland. 1875. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [4], plus 6
engraved plates; some spotting; original violet cloth decorated in blind
and lettered gilt, a little rubbed and marked in places, spine lightly
sunned.
vi) [SCOTT.] Six Engravings in Illustration of Redgauntlet for the
Members of the Royal Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts in
Scotland. 1876. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [4], plus 6 engraved plates;
some spotting, small stain in the margin of the final plate; original grey
cloth decorated in blind and lettered gilt, a few marks.
vii) [SCOTT.] Six Engravings in Illustration of a Legend of
Montrose for the Members of the Royal Association for Promotion of the
Fine Arts in Scotland. 1877. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [4], plus 6
engraved plates; some spotting; original claret cloth decorated in blind
and lettered gilt, a few marks.
viii) [SCOTT.] Six Engravings in Illustration of the Fair Maid of
Perth for the Members of the Royal Association for Promotion of the
Fine Arts in Scotland. 1878. Folio (430 × 290 mm), pp. [2], plus 6
engraved plates; original taupe cloth decorated in blind and lettered gilt,
a few marks.

16. STOLTERFOTH, Adelheid von. The Rhenish Minstrel. A
Series of Ballads, traditional and legendary, of the Rhine …
Embellished with twenty-one lithographic sketches, by Dielmann,
from the designs of A. Rethel, of Düsseldorf. Frankfort o/M.
Published by Charles Jugel, Bookseller. 1835.
Oblong 4to (218 × 262 mm), pp. [4], 19, [3], 65, [1]; lithographed
frontispiece (spotted) and 20 tinted plates; title printed in red and black;
staining to a few pages, with light foxing elsewhere, bookblock broken at
p. 24, but sound; (publisher’s?) patterned cloth binding, with printed label
to upper cover, printed in red, black, and blue; a few marks; with a long
presentation inscription, in German, dated 1937, to the front free
endpaper.
£350
First edition, though to judge from the binding perhaps reissued sixty
years later (Düsseldorf has the German-only edition in an almost
identical fancy cloth binding). It is a version of the book Rheinischer

Sagen-Kreis which Jugel brought out the same year, prefixed with
English summaries of the plates. Adelheid von Stolterfoth (1800–1875)
was best known for her Rhenish poems; Goedeke called her ‘the true
poet of the Rhine’.
Morgan 9164; Rümann 1822.
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